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Poster child: San Joaquin
q
delta CA
Situation: levees retain important
f h water ‘reservoir’
fresh
‘
i ’,
Issue: levees are vulnerable to
li
liquefaction
f ti ffailure
il
d
during
i
earthquake:
Consequences: complete loss of
fresh water supply to southern
CA
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Understanding
g ‘failure’
Structural ‘Failure’
Mechanisms such as deterioration,
damage, or other processes that
lead to a breach

Hydraulic ‘Failure’
Mechanisms such as overtopping,
overtopping
overflow, or through-flow at an
hydraulic elevation or load below the
design standard which does not
cause damage or breach. These are
considered to be a failure to
perform.
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Understanding structural failure
Types of failure
Deterioration
Generally slow process by which resilience
or standard of protection is reduced.
Deterioration is best managed by good
maintenance.

Damage
Rapid deterioration such as scour and
slippage (commonly during a flood) that
does not cause a breach but which requires
immediate repair or emergency action.

Breach
Catastrophic collapse (often at high water
level). Results in significant loss of crest
and causes substantial loss of water.

Time and causation chains are
significant in distinguishing between the
above.
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Poster child:
New Orleans LA Sacramento CA
Levees not a panacea for
managing
i flflood
d risk,
i k but
b remain
i
an important part of the portfolio
of measures.
measures
Most levees are not new
new. In
developed world we have a vast
stock of aging levees protecting
vast populations. Levee failures
have caused major damage and
loss of life in USA and
internationally
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Residual Risk and Tolerable Risk
All countries
acknowledge
k
l d that
h risk
i k
cannot be entirely
eliminated.
eliminated
The flood risk analysis of
each possible
intervention will
determine residual risks,
which then need to be
evaluated in terms of
how acceptable or
tolerable they will be to
stakeholders.
January 2015
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Levee assessment – system
y
vs segment
g
Most countries are performing some
t
type
off assessmentt for
f levee
l
segments
A few are performing flood systems
analysis linked to levee condition
and probability of failure




UK probabilistic flood systems
analysis (MDSF2) uses a frequencybased approach
pp
to levee failure ((via
fragility curves for different levee
condition grades).
This allows back
back-attribution
attribution of the
residual risk in the flood plain to
levee segments.
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Poster child: Levees in central valleyy CA
Where are the trees in Central
V ll
Valley,
CA?
On the levees
Are trees good for levees?
No, they may damage them
Are trees good for fish and
wildlife, including salmon?
Yes, they provide shade and
temperature reduction
Solution?
January 2015
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Woody
y vegetation
g
management
g
‘Hot’ topic in USA!
European countries participating
have similar challenges

Approaches
A
h to
t woody
d vegetation
t ti
management vary, depending on
context incl.
incl





legislation and policy guidelines
environmental p
pressures and
regulation
public perceptions and demands
… and
d maybe
b even th
the
understanding of the science
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Balance of competing
p
g factors
All countries are aiming for the right balance between social
acceptability,
bili environmental
i
l iimpact and
d economic
i viability
i bili iin
managing levees
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Structure of Maintenance Sub-Sections
All maintenance-related
maintenance related sub
sub-sections
sections address the following
topics:
• What maintenance issues you are likely to see,
see what
they look like, and why they are problematic
• How yyou can p
prevent these issues from happening
pp
g
• How you can repair these issues if they happen
• How you can know when repairs are beyond O&M

www.ciria.org

Topics Discussed in the Maintenance
Section of the ILH
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Encroachments
V
Vegetation
t ti M
Managementt
Burrowing Animals
Erosion
Depressions
Settlement
Seepage

www.ciria.org

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Instability
C ki
Cracking
Slope/bank protection
Closure Structures
Pipes
Transitions
Floodwalls

4.4 Encroachments
•
•
•
•
•

Why encroachments occur on levees
Why encroachments need to be controlled
7 elements of an effective encroachment control program
Repairs of encroachment issues
When repairs
p
are beyond
y
O&M

www.ciria.org

4.5 Vegetation Management
• Protecting the levee from external erosion
• Maintaining adequate access and visibility
• Preventing
P
ti th
the d
development
l
t off vegetation-induced
t ti i d
d
damage or defects

www.ciria.org

Summary of potential
deterioration mechanisms
associated with woody vegetation
on levees

www.ciria.org

4 12 Cracking
4.12

www.ciria.org

4 14 Closure
4.14
Cl
Structures:
St t
Text box example (Box 4.47)
• Annual closure exercise competitive event
g two sandbag
g closures and four
• 6 closures including
aluminium panels
• BEFORE: 1996 flood event, 40 men were required for 5.5
h
hours
to
t iinstall
t ll one off the
th sandbag
db closures
l
• AFTER: three men (an equipment operator and two
abou e s) in less
ess than
t a 12 minutes
utes
labourers)

www.ciria.org

4 15 Pipes:
4.15
Pi
Text
T tb
box example
l (Box
(B 4.49)
4 49)

www.ciria.org

International Levee Handbook (ILH):
origins and objectives
Levee failures stimulated interest in capturing good practice:



By providing a comprehensive and definitive guide
By creating a non-prescriptive reference intended to be used in conjunction
with national codes and standards
standards, to provide decision support and guidance
guidance.

The ILH has been written to address two major viewpoints



Levee manager
Designer

Two levels of understanding expected



Technically competent practitioner
Intelligent client (i.e. a client with a technical background, but no particular
specialist knowledge)
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ILH structure
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Team
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Chapter
p leads
Chapter Title

Lead

Ch. 1 – Introduction

Technical Editing Team

Ch. 2 – Understanding Levees; Basic Concepts

UK/Ireland

Ch 3 – Form,
Ch.
F
F
Function
ti & Failure
F il
Modes
M d off L
Levees

F
France

Ch. 4 – Operation and Maintenance

US

Ch. 5 – Condition Assessment: Inspection,
Investigation, and Monitoring

France

Ch. 6 – Emergency Preparedness

US

Ch. 7 – Site Characterization and Data
Management

UK/Ireland

Ch 8 – Physical Processes and Tools
Ch.

France

Ch. 9 – Design

UK/Ireland

Ch 10 – Construction
Ch.
C
t
ti

US / N
Netherlands
th l d
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Organisation
g
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ILH drafting
gp
principles
p
Hierarchy of material





Principles
P
i i l
Issues
Methods
Examples

Methods have a hierarchy too




Rules of thumb – always included
Explicitly solvable equations – include all the main ones
Computational models – short summaries and references

International Levee Handbook. Hence we tried to:




Avoid main methodology text relating to one country and generalise information in
principles/issues
p
p
framework
Give examples from several countries
Recognise individual countries might have (or need to produce) country specific
guidance
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ILH: A ‘mine’ of information to dip
p into
1341 pages
1254 images
420 equations
130 key contributors
6 pages of acknowledgements.
acknowledgements
9 lb of international good practice!
Download free pdf or purchase hardcopy at
www.ciria.org/ILH
January 2015
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What are Communities of Practice (CoP)
(
)
“… groups of people who share a concern, a set of problems or a
passion about a topic and who deepen their knowledge and
expertise in this area by interacting on an ongoing basis”
Shortt term
Sh
t
Value
V
l off Community
C
it off
Practice (CoP)
Benefits to national interests Exchanging ideas about current
practice and identifying solutions
to current policy and
implementation challenges
Benefits to organizations
involved
Benefits to individual
practitioners

L
Long-term
t

Development of sustainable
long term approaches to flood
risk management.
Helping the FRM ‘Industry’ to
operate in a joined up manner
Improving efficacy, efficiency and Developing capabilities of
organization.
effectiveness of outcomes.
Finding solutions more quickly.
Improving experience of work
work.
Fostering professional
development.

Etienne Wenger, Richard McDermott, William Snyder (2002). Cultivating communities of
practice:
ti
a guide
id tto managing
i kknowledge.
l d
B t MA:
Boston
MA Harvard
H
dB
Business
i
S
School
h lP
Press
January 2015
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Who should be involved?
Structure

Participants
Policymakers
y

Community

of
P ti
Practice
Practitioners

January 2015

Researchers
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ILH Chapter 4 Team Lead:
Rachael Orellana, P.E.
Rachael.Orellana@usace.army.mil
916-557-7009
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